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1. Aims and objectives 

1.1 We recognise that the causes and effects of hate crime and harassment, and anti-social 
behaviour (ASB) are wide ranging and can affect all members of the community. We aim 
to work in partnership with other agencies to adopt a problem solving approach to 
effectively tackle hate crime and harassment and ASB regardless of tenure 

1.2 We have signed up to the Chartered Institute of Housing’s Respect ASB Charter for 
Housing. Our services are reviewed against the commitments of the Charter to enable 
our communities to feel confident in our approaches in tackling ASB effectively.  

1.3 We are clear on the standard of behaviour that we expect from residents before they 
sign their tenancy agreement.  We expect our residents not to commit or allow their 
household or visitors to commit acts of hate crime or harassment or ASB towards other 
residents, people in their community, our staff or contractors. 

1.4 We will use preventative measures whenever possible to combat hate crime and 
harassment and ASB and will demonstrate by our actions that they will not be tolerated 
on the estates that we manage.  

 

 

2. References 

2.1  The Social Housing Regulator’s framework includes the national standards which RPs 
must meet.  This policy relates to the Neighbourhood and Community Standard which 
requires housing providers to work in partnership with other agencies to prevent and 
tackle anti-social behaviour in the neighbourhoods where they own homes. Regulatory 
action may be taken where failure to meet the standard has caused, or could have 
caused, serious harm to tenants. 

 

3. Purpose and scope 

3.1 We are committed to tackling ASB in a responsive, proportionate and robust way.  This 
policy sets out our definitions of ASB and what action we take to prevent, investigate and 
stop hate crime and harassment, and ASB. 

3.2 This policy applies to tenants and residents, their families and other visitors.  It also 
applies to Swan’s staff and agents working on Swan’s behalf. 

 

4. Legal Framework 

• Housing Act 1985, 1988 1996 & 2004. 

• Public Order Act 1986 

• Children Act 1989 

• Environmental Protection Act 1990 & Noise and Statutory Nuisance Act 1993 

• Protection From Harassment Act 1997  

• The Crime & Disorder Act 1998  

• Human Rights Act 1998  

• Homelessness Act 2002 

• Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 

• Criminal Justice Act 2003 

• The Racial and Religious Hatred Act 2006 

• The Equality Act 2010 

• Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 

• Care Act 2014 

• Modern Slavery Act 2015 

• General Data Protection Regulation as supplemented and varied by the Data Protection    
Act 2018 
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5. Definitions 

5.1 Anti-Social Behaviour:  
The ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014 defines ASB as conduct that: 

• has caused, or is likely to cause, harassment, alarm or distress to any person,  

• is capable of causing nuisance or annoyance to a person in relation to that person’s 
occupation of residential premises, or 

• is capable of causing housing-related nuisance or annoyance to any person.  

5.2 Hate crimes and hate incidents:  
A hate crime or hate incident is any incident that is perceived, by the victim or any other 
person, to be motivated by hostility or prejudice against a person based on their actual 
or perceived disability, race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity. In addition, 
some local authorities, police forces and organisations also consider crimes or incidents 
that are perceived to be motivated by hostility or prejudice against a person based on 
other actual or perceived differences to be hate crimes / incidents.   

5.3 Hate crimes can include: threatening behaviour, assault, robbery, damage to property, 
inciting others to commit hate crimes, and harassment.  Where the term ‘hate crime’ or 
‘hate crime and harassment’ is used throughout this document, this is used to cover both 
hate crimes and hate incidents. 

5.4 Three categories set out our response times for dealing with different types of ASB:  

Category 1 - High level: 
• Hate crimes / incidents and harassment 

• Other physical violence  

• Prostitution, sexual acts, kerb-crawling 

• Drug dealing, illegal use of premises 

Response times 

• Within 1 working day - interview victim / survivor  

• Within 1 working day - remove offensive graffiti and carry out emergency repairs 

• Within 2 working days - interview witnesses 

• Within 3 working days - interview the alleged perpetrator – if appropriate 

Category 2 - Medium level: 
• Alcohol/ Drug misuse or -related incidents 

• Noise nuisance 

• Other criminal behaviour  

• Verbal abuse, harassment, intimidation, threatening behaviour 

• Vandalism and damage to property 

• Abuse and threats to staff 

Response times 

• Within 4 working days - interview victim 

• Within 8 working days - interview witnesses  

• Within 10 working days - interview the alleged perpetrator – if appropriate 

Category 3 - Low level  
• Pets and animal nuisance 

• Litter, rubbish, fly tipping 

Response times 

• Within 7 working days - interview victim  

• Within 12 working days - interview witnesses 

• Within 14 working days - interview the alleged perpetrator – if appropriate 
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6. POLICY STATEMENT 

6.1 We will work with our partners and residents to prevent hate crime and harassment and 
ASB and to support victims / survivors. 

6.2 We recognise that hate crime and harassment and ASB can seriously reduce the quality 
of life for residents and have a detrimental impact not just on the victim(s) but on the 
whole community.  It can lead to existing residents feeling isolated, frightened or 
unhappy in their homes and result in properties or areas becoming unpopular and 
difficult to let.  We recognise that everyone has the right to their chosen lifestyle, as long 
as it does not spoil the quality of life for others. 

6.3 We also recognise that some behaviour may have an impact on individuals for a variety 
of reasons, but would not be classed as anti-social behaviour.  Examples of such 
behaviour include:- 

• Daily living noise from neighbouring properties, such as talking, babies crying, 
normal use of kitchen and bathrooms, people walking around, doors and cupboards 
being opened and closed, using domestic appliances or carrying out DIY at 
reasonable times during the day.   

• Children playing in their homes or in the locality of their home at reasonable times 
during  the daytime/early evening.  Children playing ball games is normally not 
considered to be anti-social behaviour. 

• Cooking smells and smoking tobacco in a private property 

• Parking disputes 

6.4 This type of behaviour will not be dealt with under this Policy.  We will encourage 
neighbours to resolve minor disputes amongst themselves and where necessary will 
provide the support of an independent mediator.   

 

7. Our approach 

7.1 When a resident reports an incident of hate crime or ASB we will provide a sensitive, 
empathetic, supportive, non-judgemental, confidential and effective response, offering 
advice  and a meeting at an agreed venue. If we have safeguarding concerns, we have 
a legal duty to share information with relevant agencies.  

7.2 We will encourage residents to speak with their neighbours where appropriate and safe 
to do so in order to resolve matters effectively. However, we understand that this may 
not be appropriate in some circumstances and we will agree any actions to be taken with 
the complainant once the issue has been reported. 

7.3 We will investigate reports of hate crime or ASB by using all methods available to us 
through the development of a tailored action plan.  This will include speaking to those 
involved and gathering evidence to help us identify which tools and/or powers would be 
the most appropriate to use.  

7.4 Our approach will be proportionate and reasonable, and we will use enforcement actions 
based on our investigation and the evidence we obtain.  The actions we will consider 
include both legal and non-legal actions to address the issue as quickly as we can. We 
will, where appropriate, use mandatory grounds for possession where a crime has been 
committed or a previous enforcement action has been breached, for example an 
injunction or a noise abatement notice. 

7.5 We understand that it is better to prevent hate crime and harassment and ASB and we 
will therefore include a number of measures within our core activities with the aim of 
preventing hate crime and harassment and ASB, including estate inspections, 
encouraging residents to develop their own ‘Good Neighbour Agreements’ and ensuring  
all our new developments meet the ‘Secured by Design’ standard. 

7.6  We will consider excluding an applicant from housing if there is strong evidence to 
suggest that they will perpetrate hate crime and harassment or ASB.  All new tenants will 
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be given a copy of Swan’s Tenant Handbook that sets out Swan’s approach to ASB and 
their responsibilities. 

7.7 Our aim is to successfully resolve all reports of hate crime and ASB and we will close 
cases in the following circumstances: 

• When we have resolved the issue in agreement with the complainant 

• When we have carried out a full investigation and there are no further options 
available to us  

• We believe there is no ASB occurring 

• Another agency is leading on the case and no longer requires our involvement 

• The complainant fails to assist us in our investigations 

7.8 We will publicise successful actions against perpetrators in tenants’ newsletters to 
discourage hate crime and harassment and ASB and encourage victims of such 
behaviour to come forward 

 

8. Equality & Diversity 

This policy will be implemented in accordance with Swan’s Equality and Diversity Policy. 

 

9. Related Policies  

• Allocations Policy 

• Customer Care and Complaints Policy 

• Domestic Abuse Policy  

• Equality and Diversity Policy 

• Information and Data Security Policy 

• Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Policy 

• Neighbourhood Management Policy 

• Rent Payment and Arrears Policy 

• Safeguarding Adults and Children Policy 

9.1 Related Procedures  

• Anti-Social Behaviour Procedure 

• Dealing with Hate Crime Procedure 

• Domestic Abuse Procedure 

• Management Move Procedure 

• Safeguarding Adults and Children Procedure 

• Vulnerable Applicant and Tenant Procedure 

 

10. Monitoring 

Monitoring reports will include: 

• Number of cases active 

• Number of closed cases 

• A summary of the types of action taken  

• Performance against targets (see page 3) 

• Any identifiable trends and concentrations of ASB 
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Roles and responsibilities 

The table below outlines the roles and responsibilities of the various staff members who might be involved with hate crime and harassment and ASB. 

 

All staff  Record the incident and, as necessary, arrange for emergency and other repairs and removal of graffiti. 

Housing  Co-ordinator Carry out a monthly review using Swan’s ASB IT system to ascertain which cases have become closed in that month and 
pass to the Customer Contact Team to send out satisfaction surveys and record returned survey responses. 

Head of  Property 
Services  

Ensure emergency repairs relating to ASB are carried out within the 24-hour target.   

Neighbourhood  Officer, 

ASB Officer   

Enhanced Housing 
Management Officer 

Young Person Coach 

Ensure the case is logged on the ASB IT system and updated every time contact is made with anyone involved in the case 
or any action is taken.  Investigate the case and co-ordinate the appropriate response(s).  Provide advice and support and 
keep complainant regularly informed of what action is being taken.  Advise on assistance available in the community. 
Access support for the perpetrator if appropriate.  Initiate and coordinate a multi-agency approach where required and 
develop partnerships with other agencies. Co-ordinate any legal action against the perpetrator. 

Regional Neighbourhood 
Services Manager, 

Head of Tenancy 
Management 

Head of Support and 
Innovation 

Train, motivate and develop staff to deliver the highest standards of service in relation to hate crime and ASB.  Review all 
live cases on a monthly basis and agree appropriate action plan with the responsible officer.  Provide support and advice 
on appropriate action and legal remedies. Agree case closure, ensuring the complainant is contacted. Develop 
partnerships and ensure the correct partnership agreements and information sharing protocols are in place. Review ASB 
performance against targets on a monthly basis. Analyse the cost effectiveness of various tools used to combat hate crime 
and harassment and ASB.  Analyse problem hot spots and direct resources as necessary to prevent further incidents. 
Ensure Estate RAG spreadsheet updated regularly with ASB effected specific sites.  Review budget and provide accurate 
predictions in light of the total costs of dealing with hate crime and ASB. Ensure all officers comply with procedures. 

Neighbourhood Services 
Director 

Review ASB statistics and performance against targets on a monthly basis.   

Caretakers Provide a visible presence on the estate and report all environmental issues, hate crime, ASB or nuisance witnessed 

Community Development 
Team 

Develop a range of diversionary activities for children and young people.  Identify partners and funding to develop projects 
such as football coaching, fun days, summer schemes and homework clubs.  Develop projects that promote respect and 
community cohesion, such as community action days, environmental projects and life skill programmes.  


